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1. Introduction

China’s pursuit of 5G technology for geopolitical ends, such as financial assistance to the Chinese telecommunications firm Huawei, has been well documented.¹ 5G refers to the fifth generation of mobile networking technology. It offers increased data transmission speeds, lower latency, and greater connectivity enabled through the new capabilities that 5G technology brings, including enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC), and massive machine-type communications (mMTC).² China’s development and rollout of Huawei 5G networks globally has created supply chain and network security risks for NATO and EU member states.³ While many states have begun to respond to the challenges associated with untrusted networks, China’s actions are not limited to economic competition or influence. In 2019, Chinese scholars and researchers linked to China’s military, hereinafter also the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), argued that 5G has ‘strong military application value’ and advocated for a comprehensive ‘5G technology development strategy’ for military use.⁴ China’s interest in 5G technologies for dual-use and military ends has advanced beyond mere discussions. The PLA has been working to integrate 5G and next-generation communication networks⁵ within its military modernization process. In one ‘national defence mobilization’ drill, the PLA used mobile 5G networks to maintain emergency communications during a network failure scenario.⁶ China’s defence industry has also developed capabilities for 5G-enabled military communications.⁷ As China’s domestic rollout of 5G networks

⁵ This report uses the term ‘next-generation communication networks’ to refer to advanced networking technology sometimes termed ‘Beyond 5G’ or ‘6G’ technologies.
⁶ CCTV [央视网], ‘Communication Is Paralyzed: Can the PLA Use 5G to Resume Command? This Video Tells the Truth’ [通讯陷入瘫痪，解放军能不能用 5G 恢复指挥？这段视频说出真相], 17 June 2019, https://archive.ph/YZvdJ.
continues, the PLA and China’s defence industry will continue to integrate next-generation communication networks to gain a military edge. 8

China’s advancement of 5G for military use has important security implications for NATO member states. Unlike emerging technologies such as quantum technologies that may be years away from widespread military adoption and use, 9 5G and next-generation communication networks are already being developed and implemented by armed forces. In 2020, the United States Department of Defense (DoD) treated 5G as a ‘critical strategic technology’ that will bring long-term military advantages, 10 and announced over $600 million for 5G experimentation and testing. More recently, NATO has launched multinational programmes to develop scenarios and map opportunities and challenges for 5G. 11 NATO has also incubated broader innovation initiatives like the NATO Innovation Fund 12 and the Defence Innovation Accelerator for the North Atlantic (DIANA). 13 These and other similar developments represent a significant effort by NATO member states to begin to incorporate 5G and new technologies within mission and operational environments. Importantly, 5G is likely to accelerate the adoption of technologies like artificial intelligence (AI) and enable new opportunities to coordinate technological assets on the battlefield. In many ways, 5G-enabled integration of these technologies will define the future of warfighting. As the DoD concluded in 2018, ‘Success no longer goes to the country that develops a new technology first, but rather to the one that better integrates it and adapts its way of fighting’. 14

---


13 According to Antonio Calderon, interim CTO for the NCI Agency, ‘5G could be a good candidate for one of those defense challenges that maybe DIANA … could address.’ See Vivienne Machi, ‘NATO Wants a Say in 5G Standardization Talks’, Defense News, 22 March 2022, https://www.defensenews.com/battlefield-tech/it-networks/5g/2022/03/22/nato-wants-a-say-in-5g-standardization-talks/.

Despite the expected role for 5G in future military contexts, there has not yet been a comprehensive analysis of military 5G developments. As a general matter, experts have described military 5G as an overlooked area of study. More specifically, discussions of China's emerging and disruptive technologies have focused on AI and other technologies. Finally, in part due to the spotlight on Huawei and the commercial rollout of 5G, comprehensive analyses of China’s military capabilities have often left 5G and next-generation communication networks behind. China’s pursuit of 5G and next-generation communication networks for national security and military purposes has not yet been explored in detail. As the NATO 2022 Strategic Concept explains, China has sought to ‘increase its global footprint and project power, while remaining opaque about its strategy, intentions and military build-up’. This paper will argue that China’s activities in the rollout of 5G represent a concerted effort to advance its military capabilities, support the mobilization of its armed forces, and compete for technological and military advantage. In doing so, the article addresses the ‘opaqueness’ of China’s military ambitions by explicating China’s military 5G aims, strategies, and innovations.

This paper describes China’s overall approach to 5G and the modernization of its military, contributing to a better understanding of how China’s military and domestic security services might leverage 5G capabilities. A variety of sources will be analysed, including official strategy documents, articles and essays by government officials and PLA-linked scholars, and commercial documents like due diligence and market analysis reports. Official sources can reveal society-wide efforts like ‘informatization’, which touch upon virtually every aspect of Chinese economic, political, and military programmes. Unofficial sources, such as academic publications and newspapers linked to the PLA can add additional context. While unofficial sources are not an indication of government views, they can reveal China’s ambitions around 5G in more

detail. As a 2020 report from the Brookings Institution explains, President Xi Jinping and other high-level government officials are unlikely to discuss specific technologies, and sensitive topics like the military applications of 5G are not discussed in government documents.\(^{20}\) No analysis of China’s emerging technology sector can capture sensitive or classified activities, such as investments by China’s military. Still, this paper aims to present available sources, which may reveal important insights about the current landscape of military 5G within China.

---

\(^{20}\) Doshi et al., “China as a “Cyber Great Power”.”
2. China’s Plans and Aims for 5G Development

Unlike the United States, China has not released a comprehensive 5G strategy for its military. It is not entirely accurate to speak of China’s military 5G strategy—if there is such a strategy, it is not publicly accessible. Instead, this paper describes China’s overall approach to developing applications based on 5G, with specific attention to discussions of dual-use technologies and military 5G. In doing so, it aims to reveal China’s strategic and competitive ambitions for 5G, including the possible future uses of 5G in mission and operational settings. In order to understand China’s aims and ambitions towards military 5G, it is necessary to first consider the theoretical developments and strategic principles that serve as the backdrop to the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) policy-making apparatus—for example, President Xi’s goal for the PLA to become a ‘world-class military’ [世界一流军队]. Two aspects of China’s strategic vision are discussed in this section: concepts, such as ‘informatization’ [信息化] and ‘military-civil fusion’ (MCF) [军民融合], that structure China’s overall aims and ambitions towards 5G; objectives, including the national goals set out in the ‘14th Five-Year Plan’ (2021) and the more specific follow-up ‘14th Five-Year Plan for National Informatization’ (2021), that define China’s approach to military 5G.

2.1 Guiding Concepts: Informatization, Networkization, Intelligentization and Military-Civil Fusion

The society-wide concept of ‘informatization’ gained traction in Chinese policy circles as early as the first decade of the 2000s.\(^{21}\) Beginning under President Hu Jintao, who was in power from 2002 to 2012, Chinese officials have recognized the importance of informatization as an overarching strategy for ensuring economic development and national security. In the current era, President Xi has called for informatizing almost every aspect of society, from the military to the government and the broader economy.\(^{22}\) On the current view, ‘informatization’ refers to the application of digital technology to all aspects of Chinese society, from the digitization of government services to technology-driven approaches to military mobilization.\(^{23}\) The term

---


\(^{22}\) Charles Rybeck et al., ‘Applying America’s Superpowers’.

‘informatization’ is often used in the context of societal digital transformation, and Chinese strategists and military officials have championed informatization as a key goal of the PLA. According to Major General Wang Kebin, who headed the PLA’s Informatization Department, informatization has three phases: ‘digitalization’, ‘networkization’, and ‘intelligentization’.24 Early efforts in reforming the PLA focused on digital and network modernization. After witnessing United States military activities during the 1991 Gulf War, PLA strategists began to consider how the integration of information technology could lead to military superiority, referencing the use of command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR).25 Reports from China’s official state news agency Xinhua acknowledge that China, compared to the United States, was a latecomer to military digitization.26 During this time, military concepts like ‘integrated network and electronic warfare’ (INEW) [网电一体战] emerged in China’s national security policy community. And to address this perceived lack of modernization, the PLA undertook significant advancements in modernizing its C4ISR systems and developing offensive cyber capabilities throughout the first decade of the 2000s.27 These efforts constituted dramatic advances in ‘digitization’ and ‘networkization’. Now, the PLA has focused its attention on ‘intelligentization’, viewing advances in AI and 5G as a way of leapfrogging over its opponents in terms of military capabilities.28 As part of MCF, 5G is viewed as supporting military force mobilization and informatization-driven military modernization.29 According to one Chinese scholar, 5G networks could help improve wartime logistics through smart warehouses.30

26 Xinhua News Agency [新华社], ‘See the First Informatization Unit of the PLA’ [探访中国陆军第一支信息化部队], 14 August 2016, https://archive.ph/sgZrt.
Within this broader digital transformation, President Xi has called for ‘MCF in informatization’ in public speeches.\(^{31}\) As experts have explained, MCF refers to the cultivation of stronger links between China’s civilian sector and defence-industrial base.\(^{32}\) In the context of this paper, MCF, which enables the Chinese military to benefit from the civilian economy and infrastructure,\(^ {33}\) is seen as the integration between telecommunication firms and the developers of military applications of 5G. Even as China’s foreign ministry officials downplay the relationship between Huawei and state entities,\(^ {34}\) CCP officials think and speak about 5G in the context of national security and geostrategic frames. Chinese strategists have long understood 5G as a gateway to China’s ambitions as a ‘cyber great power’ [网络强国] and as an opportunity for advancing China’s interests in great-power competition with the United States.\(^ {35}\) More concretely, Chinese telecommunication companies, such as China Mobile, have entered into cooperation agreements with PLA combatant commands to integrate and promote innovation in 5G, as discussed in more detail in Section 5 of this paper.\(^ {36}\) Thus, China’s developments in MCF require understanding not only ‘top-down’\(^ {37}\) reforms and initiatives linked to the PLA and state entities but also activities related to its defence-industrial base, civilian technology sector, and PLA-linked research institutions.

2.2 National Plans for 5G Development

The discussion of 5G innovation within China’s national strategy documents indicates important aspects of China’s aims and ambitions for military 5G. Dating back to the Maoist era, China’s ‘five-year plans’ set key national priorities. In the current era, these plans do not set production quotas but provide party leadership, local officials, and

---


\(^{33}\) Elsa B. Kania, ‘Why China’s Military Wants to Beat the US to a Next-Gen Cell Network’.


\(^{35}\) Doshi et al., ‘China as a “Cyber Great Power”’.

\(^{36}\) Zhejiang Mobile and the Naval Staff Department of the Eastern Theater Command Work Together to Promote the Development of Military-Civil Fusion in the 5G Era’ [浙江移动与东部战区海军参谋部携手合作，推动 5G 时代军民融合发展], 21 July 2021, https://archive.ph/LMPAi.

public- and private-sector companies with a wide set of targets and objectives. While light on specific regulations and guidelines, these documents serve as a window to understand CCP decision-making in the near term. In the most recent strategic plan, the ‘14th Five-Year Plan’ (2021), 5G is mentioned at several points, with multiple references to 5G for infrastructure modernization and industrial applications. The document highlights industry verticals for 5G applications, including transportation, logistics, health, and energy. Importantly, 5G is not envisioned as a standalone technology (e.g., solely for telecommunications) but also as a way of ‘informatizing’ the industry verticals mentioned above that are prefixed with the term ‘intelligent’. At the end of 2021, a more specific strategy document, titled the ‘14th Five-Year Plan for National Informatization’, was released. This document uses the term ‘5G’ much more frequently than the ‘14th Five-Year Plan’ does. The informatization plan reiterated the need to adopt 5G in vertical industries and called for increasing research on ‘key technologies’ related to network infrastructure, such as satellite communications. The informatization plan also detailed the need to demonstrate applications of smart network systems, including smart ports ‘based on technologies such as 5G, [the] BeiDou [Global Navigation Satellite System] and the Internet of Things (IoT), smart vehicles and autonomous capabilities through ‘5G-V2X (vehicle-to-everything) networking’, and smart power-grid architectures.

China’s five-year plans have informed its nationwide 5G rollout and its vision for innovation in 5G-related applications. According to government sources, China has installed over one and a half million 5G base stations, reaching an estimated half a billion users. By 2025, China expects to build over three million base stations, with a

---


41 Rogier Creemers et al., ‘Translation: 14th Five-Year Plan’.

total 5G investment of over $400 billion.\textsuperscript{43} China’s initial efforts focused on non-standalone 5G, building on the existing 4G LTE core network. These efforts enabled faster data transmission speeds but without the URLLC and mMTC benefits of standalone 5G.\textsuperscript{44} Current efforts, however, have dramatically expanded China’s deployment of standalone 5G, which can enable industry verticals using 5G and potential dual-use (military and civilian) applications.\textsuperscript{45} Table I lists China’s lines of effort for ‘innovative 5G applications’, as articulated in the ‘14th Five-Year Plan for National Informatization’.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Accelerate the 5G network rollout} & • Coordinate 5G network layout and extend coverage to key cities and towns. \\
 & • Build a safety protection system for 5G development and application. \\
 & • Strengthen 5G supply chain security. \\
\hline
\textbf{Develop an ecosystem for 5G applications} & • Promote the development, utilization, and application of 5G in industry verticals. \\
 & • Strengthen audio and video transmission capabilities based on 5G networks. \\
 & • Promote the ‘public 5G high-speed rail’. \\
\hline
\textbf{Promote innovation in 5G} & • Strengthen research on 5G technical standards and applications with industry partners. \\
 & • Accelerate the research, development, and industrialization of key components of 5G networks. \\
 & • Continue millimeter wave technology research and testing. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{China’s Lines of Effort for ‘Innovative 5G Applications’\textsuperscript{46}}
\end{table}

Beijing’s long-term priorities include developing an ecosystem for 5G pilot applications and promoting innovation in 5G through research and development and industrialization led by state institutions, such as the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. However, military 5G is not explicitly mentioned in the government documents mentioned above.\textsuperscript{47}

The reason why China does not have an apparent strategy for military 5G lies with its approach to 5G-related application development. Here, it is helpful to contrast the US

\textsuperscript{44} ‘URLLC’ is ultra-reliable and low latency communications, and ‘mMTC’ is massive machine-to-machine communications.\textsuperscript{45} Paul Triolo, ‘China’s 5G Strategy: Be First Out of the Gate and Ready to Innovate’, Center for Strategic and International Studies, 1 February 2020, https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep22605.10. 
\textsuperscript{46} Rogier Creemers et al., ‘Translation: 14th Five-Year Plan’. The original text is edited for length and clarity.\textsuperscript{47} Ben Murphy, ‘Translation: China’s 14th Five-Year Plan’; Rogier Creemers et al., ‘Translation: 14th Five-Year Plan’.
approach, illustrated by documents like the DoD’s ‘5G Strategy’ and ‘5G Strategy Implementation Plan’. Instead of defining a specific 5G strategy for its military, China’s leaders have prioritized the domestic rollout of 5G, with the eventual goal of developing a wide-ranging, multi-sector innovation pipeline for developing 5G applications. But this is not to say that the PLA and domestic security services have not pursued military 5G capabilities. With China’s strategy of MCF, there is no sharp divide between 5G-related civilian and military applications, and most modern technology is dual-use. Consider examples of technologies mentioned in the national informatization plan with potential military applications: network infrastructure for precise navigation, emergency response networks, and secure communications.

China’s national informatization plan also discusses communication networks in the context of public safety and domestic surveillance, calling for building ‘integrated command and communications systems’ [一体化指挥通信体系] for law enforcement. Commercial suppliers of domestic surveillance equipment for law enforcement have been linked with branches of the PLA, leveraging dual-use technology from the private sector for military use as per MCF. Likewise, the Chinese government, military, and law enforcement collaborate closely on the development and operation of the domestic surveillance infrastructure in Xinjiang.

In addition, as researchers at Brookings have explained, Beijing downplays 5G-related security concerns abroad but emphasizes similar concerns domestically. Recently, China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson Hua Chuying accused the US of stretching the concept of national security to unfairly target Chinese firms like Huawei. But China’s government documents, like the national plan for informatization,

---

50 Rogier Creemers et al., ‘Translation: 14th Five-Year Plan’. While these networks are not 5G specific, future surveillance networks could incorporate 5G.
highlight the need to strengthen 5G supply chain security domestically and China’s leaders implicitly reference concerns with foreign dependence in calling for the development of 5G network components. This is perhaps not surprising given that the US export controls on chipsets and other advanced technologies are expected to negatively impact China’s ability to produce and deploy 5G. In this regard, the lack of discussion of military 5G in government documents might represent an attempt to downplay China’s role in the ‘militarization’ of 5G and alleviate security concerns foreign audiences might have in relation to Chinese firms’ cooperation with CCP.

2.3 Discussions of Military 5G

While China’s government strategy documents do not detail a role for the PLA in the development of 5G, discussions in military writings indicate substantial interest in leveraging 5G for military modernization goals. In a recent academic paper, researchers affiliated with the PLA’s Army Engineering University highlight both strategic and technical discussions. At a high level, researchers linked to the PLA have discussed how 5G networks might enable military applications (industry verticals in the civilian context), including mission-critical communications, tactical communication networks, and navigation. Next-generation communication networks enable additional advances in deploying emerging and disruptive technologies for military use, in areas such as robotics, AI, and unmanned platforms.

2.3.1 5G Technology as an Enabler of New Technologies

First, macro-level discussions in PLA-linked publications treat military 5G networks as a key enabler of emerging and disruptive technologies like AI. For instance, in a 2019 issue of the Chinese journal National Defence, Guo Chao et al. highlighted the strategic value of military applications for 5G networks and called for additional

58 Han Songyue et al.
research to ‘formulate our army’s 5G technology development strategy’.\(^{59}\) Also in 2019, an article in the *People’s Liberation Army Daily* called for ‘letting 5G empower the military’.\(^{60}\) The article explained that ‘by integrating 5G, the performance of a military communication network can be greatly enhanced through improving the amount of information, and autonomous and intelligent capabilities’. 5G is thus seen as critical to the overall process of military ‘intelligentization’ and development. In another newspaper article discussing the strategic value of military 5G networks, officers and scholars at the Chinese Academy of Military Sciences concede that while the development of military 5G networks has challenges, the military applications to be developed are ‘of great strategic significance’.\(^{61}\)

### 2.3.2 5G Technology for Military Applications

Most writings have focused on the theoretical and hypothetical value of potential future military 5G. However, some Chinese researchers have identified and analysed a range of use cases from tactical military communications for naval operations to other types of military communications, and they have suggested specific examples of military applications in maritime environments.\(^{62}\) In many of these discussions, Chinese sources begin with an analysis of efforts by the United States and other NATO nations, which may indicate a perception that these nations are advancing faster than China in the military domain.\(^{63}\) Chinese researchers have recognized the need to leverage China’s civilian expertise in 5G networks for military purposes, something that does not seem to have occurred at a substantial level within China so far. For example, in a recent academic paper, Chinese researchers wrote that a non-tactical military communication system and dual-use infrastructure sites could ‘directly rely on the civilian 5G network’.\(^{64}\) However, few articles have been published on the technical front, despite ongoing work at China’s PLA-linked research centres.\(^{65}\) The lack of technical research may indicate that the development, experimentation, prototyping, and testing of 5G-related military applications is still in early phases.

---

\(^{59}\) Guo Chao [郭超] et al., ‘Some Considerations’.

\(^{60}\) ‘Let 5G Empower the Military’ [让5G为军事赋能], *PLA Daily* [解放军报], 22 November 2019, https://archive.ph/NuqMv.

\(^{61}\) Guo Chao et al., ‘Some Considerations’.

\(^{62}\) Lin Lina [林丽娜] and Song Yueming [宋越明], ‘Naval Military 5G Application Research’ [海军5G军事化应用研究], *Communications Technology* [通信技术] (2020), https://archive.ph/GMf6b.

\(^{63}\) See, for example, Guo Chao et al., ‘Some Considerations’; Han Songyue et al., ‘Research on Military Application of 5G Mobile Communication Technology’.

\(^{64}\) Lin Lina and Song Yueming, ‘Naval Military 5G Application Research’.

\(^{65}\) See Han Songyue et al., ‘Research on Military Application of 5G Mobile Communication Technology’.
3. Possible Priority Areas for Military 5G Applications

In the writings by PLA officers and researchers discussed above, several priority areas for military 5G networks are identified. This section presents a brief survey of the commonly mentioned domains for military 5G networks in Chinese publications. While not a comprehensive summary of all possible use cases, this section nevertheless provides an overview of some of the likely possibilities for future military applications.

3.1 Military Communications, and Command and Control

Sun Bolin, a high-ranking officer in the PLA and the Director of the Military Operations Research Institute of China’s premier military science institution, the PLA Academy of Military Sciences [中国人民解放军军事科学院],66 summarized the value of an advanced network for military communications in an article from 2020.67 As he explains, ‘5G communication technology will provide the military with an integrated air-ground information communication network with wide-area coverage, high-speed transmission, and the ability to connect additional devices, thereby greatly improving battlefield information support capability’.68 While technical issues related to the development of military 5G networks (such as radio frequency spectrum sharing or network slicing) are rarely mentioned in overviews of military 5G use cases, Chinese strategists see 5G technology as the future of military command and control. Experts at one of the PLA’s best-funded research institutions, the National Defence Technology University [中国人民解放军国防科技大学]69 state that ‘5G makes a qualitative leap in transmission rate and stability, which can meet the needs of future battlefield communication tasks’.70 Enhanced data transmission and massive machine communications can enable greater ‘battlefield situational awareness, equipment support, and equipment

---

68 Sun Bolin [孙柏林], ‘5G Empowers the Modern Military’ [5G赋能现代军事]; discussed in Doshi et al., ‘China as a “Cyber Great Power”’, 12.
management’. These considerations support discussions by PLA officers on ‘informationized’ warfighting strategies, which ‘refers to a force that employs networks, digital communications technology, and intelligent equipment’. One specific future use of 5G networks is to enhance maritime communications (also discussed by NATO researchers). Researchers Lin Lina and Song Yueming, affiliated with the PLA Information Engineering University, a research institution specializing in network warfare, describe a future integrated satellite-terrestrial network in the context of air and naval operations. This network would rely on 5G low Earth orbit (5G LEO) satellites to provide an integrated network for land, sea, and air warfare, providing backhaul by connecting 5G cell sites to data centres. While there are technical challenges to realizing such deployment of 5G technology, PLA-linked researchers have described a vision for how information networks might be adapted to future warfighting.

As seen in the bottom left of Figure 1, the military command uses the 5G base stations for efficient data transfer. Researchers envision ‘5G macro base stations inside large naval combat ships, which integrate and connect various types of fighters, sensors, and various support resources, equipment, and systems on the ship’. Additionally, researchers describe 5G nodes on long-endurance surveillance aircraft as allowing for the real-time incorporation of reconnaissance, which can act as a force multiplier for the naval fleet and attack aircraft. Finally, terrestrial forces can also access real-time tactical information through satellite communications. The implications of such technologies are manifold; more reliable communications at sea might allow forward-deployed command posts greater operational agility. This could have implications for China’s amphibious assault capabilities. Similarly, research from the NATO Communications and Information Agency (NCI Agency) has discussed the implementation of 5G for amphibious communications, where shipborne 5G cells

---

71 Bi Xing [毕兴] et al., ‘5G is coming?’
72 Xinhua News Agency [新华社], ‘See the First Informatization Unit of the PLA’ [探访中国陆军第一支信息化部队].
75 Lin Lina and Song Yueming, ‘Naval Military 5G Application Research’.
76 Small satellites that orbit approximately 500 and 2,000 kilometres above Earth’s surface.
provide ‘reach-back’ connectivity to mobile amphibious units. Enhanced data transmission rates could provide increased situational awareness for amphibious operations, which might be advantageous in a potential conflict over Taiwan.

3.2 Unmanned Autonomous Systems and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

Another potential deployment scenario for 5G networks is to improve the capabilities of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and other cyber-physical systems, as well as those of unmanned autonomous systems (UAS). According to a 2019 article in China’s National Defence News, ‘one of the most important scenarios for the application of 5G technology is the precise control of unmanned systems’. With ultra-reliable low-latency communications, 5G networks can theoretically enable precise and effective control of swarming UAVs (referred to in the article as a ‘swarm of bees’ [蜂群]). In a patent application, researchers affiliated with the PLA’s Rocket Force Engineering

---

78 Lin Lina and Song Yueming, ‘Naval Military 5G Application Research’.
University [中国人民解放军火箭军工程大学] write that ‘network connection speeds in the 5G and 6G era and the leap in the development of AI technology continuously accelerate the development of machine intelligence and swarm optimization’. In a related patent application filed by researchers at the Guangdong University of Technology, 4G is understood as limited in its capabilities for precise positioning, with current UASs relying on short-range communications technology with poor data transmission and latency. Using 5G-enabled real-time kinematics, researchers explain that ‘the 5G gateway provides stable and high-precision positioning information’.


87 Veeli Oeselg et al., Military Movement: Risks from 5G Networks (Tallinn: NATO CCDCOE, 2022).

3.3 Logistics and Force Reinforcement

Experts in NATO member states have discussed how private 5G networks in smart ports present opportunities as well as security risks for military movement. Chinese
scholars also recognize 5G as enabling military logistics and contributing to the modernization of logistical support. For example, researchers affiliated with the PLA’s Academy of Military Sciences write that 5G ‘will play a key supporting role in the construction of intelligent logistics for our military’. In a potential future conflict, massive supplies will need to be moved. A smart port might use a private 5G network to efficiently handle military goods, providing real-time sensors and tracking for just-in-time operations. China has planned to invest in the broader 5G ‘ecosystem’ of industry verticals, which includes smart ports, smart warehouses, and intelligent transportation systems. In 2021, China’s Ministry of Information and Technology funded over 140 pilots of 5G technologies to improve public and commercial infrastructure.

Chinese sources have also introduced the concept of an ‘intelligent’ reinforcement and logistical support network. This encompasses efforts to improve procurement and supply efficiency, such as using 5G networking technology to make ports more efficient with real-time sensors, ship-to-shore communication, and autonomous operations. Figure 2 provides a diagram of a 5G-enabled port.

**Figure 2: Diagram of a 5G Smart Port**
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88 Li Feng [李峰] et al., *Analysis on the Application of 5G Technology in Modern Military Logistics* [浅析 5G 技术在现代军事物流中的应用], 2020.
89 Rogier Creemers et al., ‘Translation: 14th Five-Year Plan’.
90 General Office of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology [工业和信息化部办公厅], ‘Notice of the General Office of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology on Announcement of the List of Industrial Internet Pilot Demonstration Projects in 2021’ [工业和信息化部办公厅关于公布 2021 年工业互联网试点示范项目名单的通知], 8 February 2022, [https://archive.ph/yY1Ug](https://archive.ph/yY1Ug).
91 Chinese authors typically use the word ‘mobilization’ to refer to logistics support and force reinforcement. Chongqing Civil Air Defense Office [重庆市人民防空办公室], ‘Accelerate the Intelligent Construction of National Defence Mobilization’ [加快国防动员智能化建设], 1 April 2020, [https://archive.ph/RhXLF](https://archive.ph/RhXLF).
92 Lin Lina and Song Yueming, ‘Naval Military 5G Application Research’.
4. China’s Deployment of 5G Networks for National Security Purposes

While the Chinese government has not yet implemented military 5G, it has begun to deploy 5G in contexts related to ensuring national security. In a recent statement, Xiu Changzhi, member of the National People’s Congress and political commissioner of the Zhejiang Military Region, claimed that ‘the Zhejiang military will further integrate its strength and resources, increase investment in the construction of “smart coastal defence”, and use new technologies such as 5G’.93 While statements from high-ranking officials on military 5G are rare, efforts to systematize technologies like 5G for national security purposes have taken form in infrastructure projects, emergency response, and research and development. While the previous section provided an overview of the theoretical deployment of military 5G networks and related applications, this section looks at actual dual-use 5G deployments in China.

4.1 5G Networks for Internal Security

The Chinese government has developed sophisticated domestic surveillance capabilities, collecting data from video and audio sources, as well as DNA and biometric information (e.g., iris scans). 94 Given the greater data transmission capabilities of 5G networks, they can enhance China’s expansive data-gathering capabilities.95 Some evidence has already linked companies like Huawei to China’s domestic surveillance infrastructure.96

The PLA has also recently constructed a radar outpost equipped with a 5G base station near the China-India border, which could be used for border-area communication and

force mobilization. According to Indian military officials, this installation was part of China’s broader attempt to build up infrastructure along the Line of Actual Control (LAC) between the two countries. 5G networks along the border would provide the PLA with the ability to improve the mobilization of military forces through stable communications. Analysts have also suggested that 5G networks could enhance China’s border surveillance capacities. Yet, China’s official statements about this infrastructure note the benefits for improving personal communications, bridging ‘the communication gap between soldiers and their families and friends’.

4.2 5G Networks for Mission-Critical Communications

China has also shown interest in deploying 5G mission-critical communications for public safety organizations. Recently, Jilin Province conducted a ‘national defence mobilization’ drill and used 5G networks to support emergency communications. In Chengdu, military bases employed 5G for natural-disaster response drills, setting up a ‘UAV 5G emergency communication network’. While this drill was ostensibly for the purposes of disaster response, it was also described as a way to ‘improve the level of national defence mobilization’. In another drill, local PLA-affiliated militias used a 5G command and control system to direct participants in a ‘military day’ exercise. Such drills, of course, do not show that the PLA has already deployed military 5G networks, but they do indicate plans to do so in the near future. The United States and other NATO members have also piloted private 5G networks for mission-critical networks.
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100 Readiness drills at the provincial level are typically less organized than formal PLA military exercises.
4.3 Maritime Communications

Chinese telecommunications firms, such as China Mobile, have started to develop 5G for maritime communications, including networks on ships.\(^{106}\) In one example, Chinese technology firms have installed coastal 5G base stations in the 700Mhz radio frequency band capable of extending coverage over 75 km into the waters off China’s coast.\(^{107}\) While actual deployments of 5G remain limited, recent partnerships between civilian firms and the PLA could lead to future applications. As an example, China Mobile Zhejiang Company (a subsidiary of China Mobile) also recently entered into a strategic cooperation agreement with the PLA Eastern Theatre Naval Staff Department (Eastern Sea Fleet) to integrate and promote innovation in 5G.\(^{108}\) The press release for this partnership mentions several applications, including intelligence gathering and information sharing, 5G BeiDou (China’s global navigation positioning system) integrated positioning, 5G emergency communications, and 5G video command.\(^{109}\) Efforts to integrate 5G technologies within the maritime domain are likely meant to support President Xi’s ambitions for China to become a ‘maritime great power’ \(^{110}\) as part of the broader goals to create a ‘world-class military’ \(^{110}\) In light of these developments, and given that NATO researchers consider maritime 5G communications one of the near-term use cases, China’s 5G-enabled maritime capabilities are especially worth tracking for the NATO defence community.


\(^{108}\) ‘Zhejiang Mobile and the Naval Staff Department of the Eastern Theater Command Work Together’.

\(^{109}\) See ‘Zhejiang Mobile and the Naval Staff Department of the Eastern Theater Command Work Together’.

5. China’s Approach to Dual-Use 5G Technology

Even though dual-use (both military and civilian) 5G technology represents only a minuscule fraction of China’s total national investment in 5G of $400 billion, it would still represent a significant amount, given the sheer size of China’s 5G technology market. For military communications, Chinese market analysts put the total amount of spending at approximately $4 billion in 2020, with an estimated market size of over $7 billion by 2025.\(^{111}\) The PLA has not focused its efforts on procuring 5G technology as it has for AI and autonomous systems.\(^{112}\) Instead, much of the innovation in military 5G networks has currently taken place at PLA-linked research institutions and private defence companies.

5.1 PLA’s Role in Innovation

Information about the PLA’s current research and development programmes is not generally publicly accessible. However, one way of assessing the PLA’s 5G efforts is through patent applications for 5G-related dual-use technologies filed with the Chinese Patent Office. While patent records do not represent a complete overview of military or dual-use applications related to 5G networks in China, they provide some indication of the PLA’s interest in exploring dual-use applications for 5G networks.\(^{113}\) Many patents are filed by institutions linked with the PLA, including the engineering components of the PLA and affiliated institutions like China’s Academy of Military Sciences. The PLA’s signals and communications research institutions have submitted patents on basic network architecture topics such as network slicing for 5G.\(^{114}\) However, PLA research institutions have also filed patent applications that are more relevant to 5G military or dual-use applications. In one patent, the PLA Rocket Force University describes a communications network that uses 5G mobile base stations to


\(^{113}\) The patent data is gathered from Google Patents, see [https://patents.google.com](https://patents.google.com). The search terms include a combination of ‘5G’, ‘5G network’ [5g 网络], ‘5G base station’ [5G 基站], ‘PLA’ [人民解放军], and ‘drone’ [无人机].

enable a ‘military internet of things’. Other patent applications by the PLA Rocket Force University focus on the technical challenges of drone swarming technology, mentioning that 5G technology has accelerated ‘machine intellectualization and swarm optimization’. The PLA’s Academy of Military Sciences has also submitted patent applications for drone technology, such as a relatively simplistic technical model for ‘5G Communication Equipment for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle’. So far, these applications indicate that PLA-linked institutions are interested in 5G-related research and development for dual-use applications but do not indicate whether the PLA will develop possible use cases in the near future. Indeed, experts have argued that China’s patent filings on AI are high in quantity but not quality, and the same trend may be true for 5G-related dual-use applications. Still, it is evident from the patent records that interest in 5G military applications is growing in China.

5.2 Industry’s Role in Innovation

China’s defence industry, under the purview of MCF, has recently invested in the development of 5G technology, including hardware. In just one example, Tian He Defence [天和防务] invested over three billion yuan ($300 million) in a so-called 5G communication industrial park [5G 通讯产业园] comprising data centres, research labs, and factories. Since 2018, some of China’s most prominent telecommunication companies have joined the 5G Technology Military-Civil Fusion Applications Industry Alliance [5G 技术军民融合应用产业联盟], with participants including ZTE, China Unicom, and the China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC). Some private companies conducting research and development for military
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119 See, for example, Xi’an Tian He Defense Technology Co. [西安天和防务], [http://www.thtw.com.cn/](http://www.thtw.com.cn/).
communications, such as Chongqing Jinmei [重庆金美], previously existed as state-run entities, which suggests that close collaboration with state entities might continue.\textsuperscript{122} Other private companies, like Guorui Defence [国睿防务]\textsuperscript{123} and Tian He Defence, are defence contractors of the PLA. And finally, some companies, such as Inspur, a cloud services provider and one of China’s largest technology companies, run diversified technology services and may have nascent investments in dual-use applications of 5G.\textsuperscript{124}

\textsuperscript{122} Chongqing Jinmei Communication Co. [重庆金美通信有限责任公司信息技术分公司], \url{https://www.qcc.com/firm/edec657602887bfa924ef7c6f35614ae.html}.

\textsuperscript{123} ‘Guorui Technology (600562): A Force in Military Electronics, Defence Radar, Industrial Software’ [国睿科技 (600562)：军工电子主力军 防务雷达+工业软件双轮驱动], \textit{Sina Finance}, \url{https://archive.ph/RtyIG}.

\textsuperscript{124} See Inspur, \url{http://inspur.cn/}. 
6. Conclusion

This article has provided a brief overview of China’s thinking, plans, and activities in leveraging 5G networks for military purposes and developing associated military applications. The publicly available sources reviewed in this article indicate China’s intent to capture the strategic value of 5G for the military context. While China does not have a standalone military 5G strategy as some NATO member states do, PLA officials and military research institutions have been engaged in conceptual research on the role of 5G in future warfighting. Research institutions and private companies have also filed patents and developed dual-use applications for 5G networks which could be used for military and national security purposes.

Future research should continue to assess the challenges and opportunities of military and dual-use applications for 5G networks, monitor China’s plans and activities in these areas, and recommend ways and means to maintain NATO’s edge.